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PVC MESH vs CLEARGLASS PVC OUTDOOR BLINDS / DROP CURTAINS
PVC Mesh is an excellent option for 
outdoor blinds.

» Has reinforcing throughout the fabric to provide 
strength and it is very hard to tear.

» Provides privacy,

» Breaks the wind,

» Blocks the UV

» Is available in various openness factors from 1% 
to 10% open-ness (90% to 99% block).

» PVC mesh will reduce rain entry down to a fine 
mist coming in around only 300mm.

» PVC mesh has a 10 year warranty and as the 
fabric comes between 2400 and 3200mm wide 
we can usually avoid joins in your out-door blind.

Clearglass is an excellent option for 
sheltered areas with low traffic.

» Clearglass PVC has its limitations:

» Clearglass PVC has no reinforcing so has no 
strength and is easy to tear. To give it strength 
we weld on a coloured PVC border.

» Clearglass PVC shrinks and expands as the 
temperature changes, this will cause rippling 
when it joins with other fabrics and must be 
allowed for in trapped side channel systems.

» Scratches easily

» Doesn't always roll up straight

» Sticks to itself when rolled up for any length of time

» Goes cloudy when rolls away wet.

» Outdoor blinds are great option to increase privacy 
to your deck and garden and to help form an 
outdoor room. 

» Ideal for increasing the indoor/outdoor flow of your 
home or business and are a lot cheaper to install 
than glass. 

» Cool Awnings custom-make outdoor blinds to fit 
your home or business. 

» Outdoor blinds/Drop curtains are very flexible and 
can be rolled away when not required.

» Outdoor blinds are NOT a wind rated product, so 
are not suitable for high wind areas and the 
warranty does not cover wind damage. 

» They are made from 0.75mm fire retardant 
Clearglass PVC with a coloured PVC border for 
strength or top quality PVC Mesh. 

» They can be controlled by hand, crank, spring or 
motor and are manufactured using a high 
frequency welding process.

» Installed by our experienced awning installation. 

» All the hardware and most fabrics come with a 
5 years warranty and the hardware can be powder 
coated to match any fabric or paint colour.



» The crank operated Channelled system has an open aluminium 
channel on each side, which the fabric travels down. 

» The side channels are 90mm wide.

 » The Channelled drop curtains have an extruded aluminium bottom 
bar to keep the fabric flat,which can be locked in place at various 
points down the channel. No ground fixings are required. 

» The Channelled system has an optional attractive headerbox.

» The channels & bottom bar will be powder coated to match your 
home or fabric and we have a great range of fabrics available. 

» Maximum size of the channel side system is 5m (W) x 3m (D).
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» Take a hand rolled curtain and add zips and rope track to either side 
and you have the Zips and Guides curtain.

» This is still rolled away by hand, but has no gaps either side and, 
when down, forms a complete wall.

» Zipped drop curtains are attached on three sides by rope in an 
aluminium rope track.

» They have zips up both sides of the curtain with an aluminium 
square bar in a small pocket at the bottom, to allow easy rolling of 
the curtain up to the Velcro ties and to keep the fabric flat.

» Zipped drop curtains can be up to 5.5m wide with a 3.0m drop, 
and xtra zips can be located at various places on the curtain to 
form doors etc.

» Basic hand rolled blinds and are rolled up and down by hand.

» Hand rolled drop curtains are attached at the top by a rope in 
an aluminum rope track.

» They have a fabric pocket at the bottom, with an aluminium square 
bar to allow easy rolling of the curtain up to the Velcro ties and to 
keep the fabric flat.

» Hand rolled drop curtains are attached to the ground using 
straps and buckles threaded through s/s ground fittings.

» The straps and buckles allow for tightening of the drop 
curtains.

» Size is only limited by your physical ability to roll them away.

» All our systems can have an optional 
attractive headerbox. 

» Extruded aluminium, powdercoated to 
match, protects the fabric from UV 
and birds & blocks gap.

» Crank rolled outdoor blinds are our most popular style, being easy to 
use and yet affordable.

» When the product is not in use, it is rolled away at the top onto an 
aluminium roller tube keeping the fabric flat and ready for use next time.

» They wind away using a crank handle.

» They have a fabric pocket at the bottom, with an aluminium square 
bar to keep the fabric flat.

» Stainless steel (s/s) saddles with boat snaps are attached to this bar, 
which then link to s/s ground fittings.

» Fabric options include 0.75mm fire retardant clear-glass PVC, with a 
coloured border reinforced PVC as well as a large range of mesh 
fabrics.

» Crank rolled drop curtains can be up to 5.5m wide with a 3.0m drop. 

Motorise your blinds
The crank, channelled and Ziptrak style blinds can all be motorised. 
We have several types of motors available depending on your budget.

HAND ROLLED CHANNEL SIDES

» Our spring loaded Ziptrak/Cooltrak system is a great solution 
for vertical screening of cafes, patios and verandas.

» The Ziptrak/Cooltrak system is unobtrusive when up, 
aesthetically pleasing when down.

» They are custom made to blend easily into your environment, 
and simple to operate - specialised spring loaded roller and 
aluminium side channels mean the screen glides easily, smoothly 
up or down and will stay in any position any where you choose.

» The bottom catches lock the screen in down position for 
heavier weather.

» There are no zips, ropes, pulleys, bulky tracks, buckles or 
gaps on either side.

» Maximum size up to 4.0m wide in PVC mesh and 3m wide in 
clearglass PVC with a 3.0m drop.

ZIPTRAK/COOL TRAK

HEADERBOX COVER

CRANK ROLLED

ZIPS AND GUIDES


